
 
 

Year 5 SPJS Curriculum Headlines 
Week Beginning: 23rd September 2019 

English  Writing: This week, in their writing, the children will be learning what a 

multi-clause sentence is and how to use coordinating and subordinate 

conjunctions. 

Reading: In reading, the children will be skimming and scanning for words in 

context that require explanation - vocabulary sections in the HSB at the 

ready! 

Spelling This week, we are going to learn about words that use end with –able or –

ible, such as: horrible, dependable. Each week your child will be given five 

tricky words to practice for a test the following week. If your child is 

confident with spelling these words, they could also investigate the above 

spelling rule. 

Finally, we will have one wow word to boost the children’s vocabulary. This 

week it will be: erratic. 

Maths This week, having got to grips with numbers up to a million, the children will 

be practising ordering them as well as counting in powers of ten. At home, it 

would be really helpful if you could encourage your child to count in powers 

of ten (tens, hundreds, thousands, tens of thousands etc) and look out for 

places where you see numbers of up to a million! Also, practise reading 7 

digit numbers aloud would be very helpful! 

Science 

 

 

As scientists this week, the children will be investigating the phases of the 

moon. Encourage your child to observe how the moon changes each day and 

ask them to describe which phase they think it may be in.  

Foundation 

Subjects 

 

 

Geography: This week, as part of their learning in the unit on Ancient 

Greece, the children will be investigating the geography of the era, 

considering how the terrain affected the relationships between the city-

states. 

Art: In art, the children will continue exploring different Ancient Greek 

patterns for their pots.  

Health 

and 

Fitness 

 

Whilst continuing with regular daily miles (tri-weekly), the children will be 

learning a dance routine based around the order of the planets – relating to 

the unit of Earth and space in science.  

Also, in games, they will further their development of ball skills by 

considering how to throw a variety of balls accurately in a range of 

different contexts. 

Reminders 

 

 

 

 Sing for peace will be at 3.10 on Monday 23rd September. Please come 

along to the playground if you wish to listen to us.  

 Please note that, on the 8th October, the children will be enjoying 

Ancient Greece day which will involve a range of different activities. 

 We would still welcome any donated tissue boxes! 

 Please ensure that you encourage your child to update their daily 

reading record in their HSB. There is an example of how to complete 

this in the HSB from the week beginning 2nd September. 

 


